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Aloha!

7. £1 BROWN AND BLUE SG 44, Third
Watermark a superbly fresh mint unhinged example, great centring, a tiny
gum spot between two perforatons on
right side which requires very careful
examination to even find, so bargain for
such a beautiful stamp Unhinged
stamp, which is just…..……...$4,299.00

This is a small list just before we take a short
break—visiting/resting in one of my favourite
places - Hawaii Mahalo—for anything you might buy/see —
orders can be sent till 22nd August, be back
at my desk rested on the 6th September!
AUSTRALIAN STATES
1. NEW SOUTH WALES 1850 ASC1b,
1d Red Sydney View with Clouds lovely
clear impression………………....$149.00

KGV
8. 1D G71 PLUM BW 72L bb a superb
mint very lightly hinged example, perforated OS with with Michael Drury
certificate rare………………....$949.00

OTHER AUSTRALIA
9. SPECIMEN NAVIGATORS 1963-4 overprinted Specimen Mint Unhinged includes both papers on the 10/and £1 values (6) set for…………………………….$899.00
10. 1991 QUEENS
BIRTHDAY G43C
Imperforate horizonatal pair mint
unhinged,Plate
p r o o f
B W
1513PP9(1)
a
lovely
looking
show item$229.00

KANGAROOS
2. 4d ORANGE First Watermark SG6,
Mint Unhinged and superbly fresh original gum for……………………......$299.00

3. 5d CHESTNUT SG 8, First Watermark in mint unhinged superbly fresh
original gum for……………......$199.00

4. 6D ULTRAMARINE SG 26, Second
Watermark in unmounted mint condition, great fresh original gum excellent
bright fresh colour….................$699.00
5. 10/- GREY AND PINK SMALL MULTIPLE WMK SG 112 a lovely fine mint
lightly hinged stamp for just...$429.00

6. £1 GREY COFA WATERMARK SG
137 in superb mint Unhinged, perfect
original gum for……………….$1,499.00

11. 1976 18c NATIONHOOD SG 614b type A, gold on
both the star and crown are missing, lovely Mint Unhinged…………………………………………………..$299.00

COMMONWEALTH ITEMS
12. A.A.T 1990 Scientific co-operation Miniature sheet imperforate
as
shown
BW1481b, with a Catalogue value of $750,
(image reduced) quite
rare for ……..$299.00

13. GREAT BRITAIN 1913
KGV SG 403, an a superbly perfect stamp as
shown, well centred and
the most brilliant fresh
colour, best I have seen
for…………………..$949.00

14. GREAT BRITAIN 1934 KGV definitives SG 450-52 a
complete set (3) mint very lightly hinged, well centred
set for…………………………………………………...$349.00

15. GREAT BRITAIN
1929 PUC sg 438 very
fine used, a perfect
stamp for an excellent
price…………...$449.00

COLLECTIONS
16. AUSTRALIAN DECIMAL COLLECTION A superbly
presented four volume Seven Seas hingeless albums
(Maroon binders and matching slipcases) covering the
period 1966-2012 perfect condition and 100% complete
for the period, all peel and stick issues per the album
layout. The albums cost $650 new, the face value of the
stamps in the albums is more than $2,500. What an opportunity to buy this lot for just………………....$1,529.00
17. AUSTRALIAN FDC COLLECTION A massive collection of Decimal FDC’s from 1970-2013 some duplication, no rust or toning, includes miniature sheets, peel
and stick, blocks, strips. Face of the post 2000 covers
is over $2,400+ and the pre-2000 covers, just counted
the number of covers rather than the face, in fact there
are more than 2,500 covers. Ideal for the used stamp or
fdc collector and reseller at this price, the lot….$799.00
18. DENMARK-DANISH WEST INDIES, GREENLAND A
lovely clean mostly used collection housed in Davo illustrated album covering the period 1851-1977. Denmark
is the strongest collection and has a Cat. Value of just
on £3,000, just a small selection from the other areas. I
noted Denmark SG 9b, 12, 13 £425, SG 18 £180, SG 30a
£170, SG 46 £100, SG 42 £130, SG 255-64 £55, SG
3557a-373c £70, Total Cat. Value is in excess of
£3,150+ (Aust. $5,200+) as a lot just……………...$349.00
19. FRANCE A
fine
collection
which is a mixture of mint and
fine used covering the period
1 8 4 9 - 1 9 7 0
housed in Davo
illustrated
album. I noted SG
14 x 2 fine used,
SG 42, 45, SG
131 minor short
perforation
on
this
scarce
stamp Cat. £1300 plus a 2nd damaged example not included in the Catalogue figures, SG 374-5 mint £575,
SG 450-3 mint, SG 476-8 set mint £120, SG 480 fu £120,
1929 Exposition SG 470 mint £1000, SG 493 mint £200,
SG 494-6 mint 370,SG 553-4 fu £185, SG 586-7 mint
£220. I estimate that the collection is 85% complete for
the period, often a mint and used example of the same
stamp. The Catalogue value is more than £14,000 (Aust.

$23,000) a few damaged items not included in this figure. This is a very worthy album to buy and work on if
you have any desire to collect these beautiful French
issued stamps the entire collection (images very reduced in size) is just………………………….…..$1,299.00
20.GREAT BRITAIN A 64 white paged stock book full of
mint and used stamps 1970-2005. While some of the
album pages are a little toned, most of the early section
is fine used and not effected. The later mint material is
actually in very good condition and there is more than
£400+ in mint face value (Aust. $665) so the many complete sets in the early section (hundreds of stamps are
not included in this figure) a great way to complete a
modern UK collection for a silly price of………...$349.00
21. NORWAY A very tidy mostly , used collection
housed on illustrated pages prepared in Norway covering the period 1855-1976. I noted all fine used SG 4
£150, SG 21 £90, SG 225 £110, SG 300 £110, SG 322
£65. The collection is around 80% complete for the period and has a catalogue value of more than £3,100+
value (Aust.$5,100+) on just the better items, a great
collection from an area we do not often have for a fantastic price of …………………………………………$329.00
22. TRAINS OF THE WORLD A great looking collection
housed in black ring binder (with a spare binder!) an
official issued of the National Railroad Museum, contains 50 sets of either stamps, the complete set as issued, includes FDC. Booklets, miniature sheets, beautifully printed and in perfect condition. Issued in the
1990’s (cost the buyer $400 for the set!) available for
the silly price of………………………………………...$69.00
23. 1935 SILVER JUBILEE SETS A mixed Commonwealth collection of 56 complete Muh sets, 18 hinged
sets and 6 fined used sets. Mostly extremely fine condition very very little toning, just ona few cheaper items. I
noted all the key sets are present including Muh of all
very scarce sets including Ascension, Aust, Falklands,
Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Leewards, Mauritius, Nyasaland,
South Africa pairs, Sth Rhodesia. There is minor duplication—I looked up the retail of a UK website and there
is just on £1,500 in retail value (Aust. almost $2,500) so
great for a reseller or collector who wants to complete
their set and trade the rest with other collectors to
bring down their costs, the lot…………….…….$1,299.00

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of new stock just in, try a box today!
24. The large mystery box is ……………………. $139.00
25. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
26. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
If you want a box made up to another value, just ask!
For those who have never purchased a mystery box,
they can contain one-country collections; stamps from
lots of different countries, both old and modern and
mint and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps onand off- paper; duplicated stamps so you can check for
varieties; whole albums; stock-books full and empty;
catalogues, the list goes on and on, and no two boxes
are ever the same. They come with a fun guarantee!

